
CS 102 Programming I, Fall 2017 

Lectures Notes: Handout 6 | Dr. Ghriga 

Functions 

Defining Functions, Calling Functions, Function Prototypes, Passing By Value, Program 
Development Using Functions 

Computing Concept: A program may be broken up into manageable functions.  

A function is a grouping of statements that perform a specific task. So far, you have experienced 
functions in two ways: (1) you have created a function called main in every program you have 
written, and (2) you have used library functions such as sqrt and pow. In this lecture and class 
session, you will learn to write your own functions that can be used like you have used the 
library functions. 

Functions are used to break a problem down into smaller problems that are much easier to solve 
and manage. Instead of writing one long main function that contains all of the statements to solve 
the problem at hand, we several small functions that each solve a specific part of the problem can 
be written. This problem solving approach is called divide and conquer because a large problem 
is divided into smaller problems that are easily solved. 

Defining and Calling Functions 

Computing Concept: A function call is a statement that causes a function to execute. A function 
definition contains the statements that make up the function. 

When we create a function, we must write its definition. All function definitions have the 
following parts: 

• Return Type:  A function can send a value to the part of the program (or code in general) 
that executed it. The return type is the data type of the value that is sent from the function 
upon its return. 

• Name: You should give each function a descriptive name. In general, the same rules that 
apply to variable names will apply to function names. 

• Parameter List: The program (or code in general) can send data into a function. The 
parameter list is a list of variables that hold the values being passed to the function. 

• Body: The body of a function is the set of statements that perform the specific task(s) of 
the function. They are enclosed in a set of braces. 

The following program shows the definition of function main with the various parts labeled.  

 



// Return Type  Function Name                              Parameter List (it’s empty here) 
// |                       |                                              |    
    int                          main                                           ()    //This line is called function header 
// FUNCTION BODY STARTS HERE 
{ 
  int number = 1; 
 while (number <= 5) 
 { 
  cout << "Hello" << endl; 
  number++; 
     } 
 cout << "That is all!" << endl; 
     return 0; 
       
} // FUNCTION  BODY ENDS HERE 

 

void Functions 

You already know that function return a value. The main function in all of the programs we have 
seen in CS102 is declared to return an int value. The return 0; statement causes the value 0 to be 
returned when the main function finishes executing. 
 
Not all functions, however, return a value. Some functions perform one or more statements and 
finish or terminate upon encountering the closing brace of the function body. These are called 
void functions. Function display_message in the following program is an example. 
 

// This program illustrates a function definition and call. 
// The program has two functions: main and display_message 
 
#include <iostream> 
 
using namespace std; 
 
// Function prototype 
// This function displays a greeting message. 
void display_message(); 
 
 



 
 
// Function main 
int main() 
{ 
    cout << "Hello from function main." << endl; 
    // now call function display message to execute its code 
    display_message(); 
    cout << "Back in function main again." << endl; 
    return 0; 
} 
 
// Function implementation 
void display_message() 
{ 
    cout << "Hello from my function display_message." << endl; 
} 

 
The function name is display_message. This name gives an indication of what the function does: 
it displays a message. You should always give your functions meaningful names that reflect their 
purpose. Notice that the return type here is void, which means the function does not return any 
value to the part of the program that executed it (or called it, see below).  
 
Calling a Function 
 
A function is executed when it is called. Function main is called automatically (by the Operating 
System) when a program execution starts, but all other functions must be executed by function 
call statements. When a function is called, the program execution branches to that function and 
the function body statements are executed. 
 
In the above program, function display_message is called by the statement:  
   display_message(); 
 
This statement is the function call, which is the statement that executes the function. Notice it is 
terminated by a semi colon like any other C++ statement. 
 
The execution steps are as follows. It starts in function main. When executing main and the call 
to display_message is encountered, the execution branches to the function display_message and 
its body is executed. Once display_message has finished executing, the program branches back 



to function main and resumes with the line that follows the function call. The output of the 
program  is: 
 

Hello from function main. 
Hello from my function display_message. 
Back in function main again. 

 

Function calls can be used in control structures like loops, if statements, and switch statements. 
The program places  display_message function call in a loop. 

 
// This program illustrates the use of function call inside a for loop. 
 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
// Function prototype 
// This function displays a greeting. 
void display_message(); 
 
// Function main 
int main() 
{ 
    cout << "Hello from function main." << endl; 
    // now call function display message is repeatedly called 
    // inside the for loop 
    for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++) 
        display_message();       
    cout << "Back in function main again." << endl; 
    return 0; 
} 
 
// Function implementation 
// This function displays a greeting. 
void display_message() 
{ 
    cout << "Hello from my function display_message." << endl; 
} 



 

The output of the program is: 

Hello from function main. 
Hello from my function display_message. 
Hello from my function display_message. 
Hello from my function display_message. 
Hello from my function display_message. 
Hello from my function display_message. 
Back in function main again. 

 

Now that you have learned to how to write your own void function and call it for execution, it is 
possible to have as many functions and function calls in your program as illustrated in class. 

Function Prototypes 

Computing Concept: A function prototype eliminates the need to place a function definition 
before all calls to the function. It allows for the functions to be able to call each other as well. 

The function prototypes are placed before the main function so the compiler will encounter them 
before any function calls in main or the function definitions or implementations after main. The 
prototype looks similar to the function header, except there is a semi-colon at the end.  

NOTE: You must either place the function definition or the function prototype ahead of all calls 
to the function. Otherwise the program will not compile. It is recommended that you place all of 
your function prototypes before the main program and all of your function definitions after the 
main program.   

Sending Data into a Function 

Computing Concept: When a function is called, the program may send values into the function 
being called. 

Values that are sent into a function are called arguments. You are already familiar with how to 
use arguments in a function call. In the following statement the function sqrt is being called with 
one argument 4.0 passed to it and the result of the function is being stored in result: 

double result = sqrt(4.0);   // sqrt from the math library 

A parameter is a special variable that holds a value being passed as an argument into a function. 
By using parameters, you can design your own functions that accept data this way.  



// This program demonstrates the use of a function with a parameter 
 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
// Function prototype 
// This function displays the value of parameter a. 
void display_value(int a); 
 
int main() 
{ 
             // option 1 of passing data 

display_value(5); 
            // option 2 of passing data 
             int x = 10; 
 display_value(x); 
  return 0; 
} 
 
// Function implementation 
// This function displays the value of parameter a. 
void display_value(int a) 
{ 
 cout <<"Value is: "  << a << endl; 
} 

 

The function display_value accepts an integer value as an argument (in option 1) and an integer 
variable x as an argument (in option 2). When variable x is passed as an argument, its value is 
being copied into parameter a of the function display_value. Hence, the output of the program is: 

Value is: 5 
Value is: 10 

 

Passing Data by Value  

Computing Concept: When an argument is passed into a parameter by value, only a copy of the 
argument’s value is passed. Changes to the parameter inside the function do not affect the 
original argument. See Practice Assignment 7 and examples discussed in class. 



Normally, when information is passed to a function, it is passed by value, unless specified 
otherwise. This means that the parameter receives a copy of the value that is passed to it. If the 
parameter is changed inside the function, it has no effect on the original argument.  

Returning a Value from a Function 

 Computing Concept: A function may send a value back to the part of the program that called 
the function.  

You have seen that data may be passed into a function by way of parameter variables. The 
number of parameters depends on the needs of the function to accomplish its designated task. 
The number can be 0 (empty list of parameters), 1, 2, 3 and so on. Data may also be returned 
from a function back to the statement that called it.  

Here is an example: 

 double x = 4.0; 
 double result; 
 result = sqrt(x); 
 

This code calls the sqrt function, passing variable x as an argument. The value of x (which is 4.0) 
is being passed to the function. The function computes the square root of 4.0 and returns that 
value. The computed value, which is 2.0, is assigned to variable result upon the return of the 
function.  

Although several arguments can be passed into a function, only one value can be returned from 
it. Now you can easily write functions that return values as shown below. 

 
// This program illustrates value returning functions 
 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
// Function prototype 
// This function computes and returns the average of a, b, and c. 
// Its return type is of type double 
double compute_average(double a, double b, double c); 
 
 
 



int main() 
{ 
  double score1, score2, score3;   // 3 test scores 
 double average;  // will hold average test scores 
     char again;  // loop again Y or N 
  do 
 { 
          // get 3 scores 
          cout << "Enter 3 scores and I will average them for you:" << endl; 
          cin >> score1 >> score2 >> score3; 
 
          // call the function for the average and print it 
          average = compute_average(score1, score2, score3); 
     cout << "The average is: " << average << endl; 
 
  // does the user want to average another set of scores? 
          cout << "Do you want to average another set? [Y/N]: "; 
          cin >> again; 
 } 
 while (again == 'Y' || again == 'y'); 
 cout << "Goodbye. Exiting now ..." << endl; 
     return 0; 
} 
 
// Function definition 
// This function computes and returns the average of a, b, and c. 
double compute_average(double a, double b, double c) 
{ 
     double ave; 
     ave = (a + b + c) / 3; 
     return ave; 
} 
 

This program, which appeared in Lecture Notes 5, was modified to introduce function 
compute_average which takes three scores as arguments and returns their average. Notice that 
all value-returning functions must have a statement of the form: 
  

return expression;    



 
In this general format, expression is the value to be returned. It can be any expression that has a 
value, such as a variable, literal, or mathematical expression. It is important that you ensure that 
the value being returned coincides with the return type in the function prototype. If the types do 
not match, an attempt is made to convert the data type that the function returns, and is sent back 
to the statement that called the function. In the above example, the return value is assigned to 
variable average. 
 
Program Development 
  
Computing Concept: A program may be broken up into manageable functions to manage the 
complexity of the problem we are trying to solve and improve the modularity and quality of the 
code we write.  

To illustrate this concept, the Gym Membership problem is revisited and solved using functions. 
This revision introduced many improvements such as checking for input failure, etc.   

 
#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
 
using namespace std; 
 
// Function Prototypes 
 
// This function displays the Gym Membership menu choices 
void display_menu(); 
 
// This function reads the user's selection, validates it, and 
// returns the user's menu choice 
int get_choice(); 
 
// This function computes and displays the total charges for a 
// membership type for a number of months using rate parameter 
void show_fees(string membership_type, double rate, int months); 
 
 
 
 
 



int main() 
{ 
    // define constants for monthly club membership rates 
    const double ADULT_RATE = 50.00; 
    const double CHILD_RATE = 20.00; 
    const double SENIOR_RATE = 30.00; 
    int choice; // Menu choice 
    int months; // Number of months 
 
    // display menu and get a valid selection 
    do 
    { 
        display_menu(); 
        choice = get_choice(); 
        // process the user's selection 
        if (choice != 4) 
        { 
            do 
            { 
                cout << "How many months would you like?" ; 
                cin >> months; 
            } while (months < 0); 
            // compute charges 
            switch (choice) 
            { 
                case 1: show_fees("ADULT", ADULT_RATE, months); 
                        break; 
                case 2: show_fees("CHILD", CHILD_RATE, months); 
                        break; 
                case 3: show_fees("SENIOR", SENIOR_RATE, months); 
                        break; 
                default:; 
            } 
        } 
    } while (choice != 4); // loop again if the user did not select 4 to quit 
 
    return 0; 
    } 



// This function displays the Gym Membership menu choices 
void display_menu() 
{ 
    cout << "------------------------" << endl; 
    cout << "Gym Club Membership Menu" << endl; 
    cout << "------------------------" << endl; 
    cout << "1. Standard Adult Membership" << endl; 
    cout << "2. Child Membership" << endl; 
    cout << "3. Senior Citizen Membership" << endl; 
    cout << "4. Quit the Program" << endl; 
} 
 
// This function reads the user's selection, validates it, and 
// returns the user's menu choice 
int get_choice() 
{ 
    int choice; 
 
    cout << "Enter your choice: "; 
    cin >> choice; 
 
    // validate menu selection 
    while(( choice < 1 || choice > 4) && (!cin.fail())) 
    { 
            cout << "\nTry again. Enter 1, 2, 3, or 4: "; 
            cin >> choice; 
    } 
    if (cin.fail()) 
        exit(1); 
    return choice; 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



// This function computes and displays the total charges for a 
// membership type for a number of months using rate parameter 
void show_fees(string membership_type, double rate, int months) 
{ 
    cout << fixed  << showpoint << setprecision(2); 
    cout << endl; 
    cout << "Membership Type: " << membership_type << endl; 
    cout << "Monthly Rate: $" << rate << endl; 
    cout << "Total Number of Months: " << months << endl; 
    cout << "Total Charges: $" << (rate * months) << endl << endl; 
} 


